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Natasha remembers little from her Russian childhood, other than the lingering nightmares of her mother's
tragic death. So when someone close to her hands her a one-way ticket to Russia, along with the deed to her
family farm, and then is brutally murdered, she has little confidence about what awaits her in that distant
land. With doubt and uncertainty, Natasha has no choice but to leave her life in America for an unknown
future. Once overseas, the terrifying facts as to why she was really summoned home come to light. Fact one:
Monsters do exist. Fact two: The only thing keeping those monsters out of the world is an ancient mural
hidden below her family's farm. Fact three: The mural that keeps the evil out of the world is falling apart.
The final fact: It's up to Natasha to restore it and save the world from a horror unlike anything seen before.
Luckily, Natasha isn't alone in her mission. Three Russian Knights are tasked with protecting her from the
demons as she restores the mural. And leading the Knights is the handsome and strong Anatoly, who seems
to be everything Natasha could hope for in a man. Unfortunately, there is one huge problem. Her Knights are
forbidden from having relationships with the artists they protect, and Anatoly is a hardcore rule follower. But
rules cannot stop the way she feels. When a horrifying demon breaches the barrier and pulls Anatoly inside
the mural, Natasha can't help but charge, once again, into the unknown-this time to save the man she secretly
loves. Now on the demons' turf, she risks her own life to free the very one who is supposed to be protecting
her. Little does she realize that if she should fail, it could mean the destruction of the very last barrier
shielding mankind. Will Anatoly refuse Natasha's help? Or will he finally realize, when love is at stake, the
rules will be broken.
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From reader reviews:

Trevor Cianciolo:

The book Moonflower can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything
you want. Exactly why must we leave the best thing like a book Moonflower? A few of you have a different
opinion about reserve. But one aim that will book can give many details for us. It is absolutely right. Right
now, try to closer along with your book. Knowledge or facts that you take for that, it is possible to give for
each other; you can share all of these. Book Moonflower has simple shape nevertheless, you know: it has
great and large function for you. You can appear the enormous world by start and read a reserve. So it is very
wonderful.

David Stokes:

This book untitled Moonflower to be one of several books this best seller in this year, honestly, that is
because when you read this guide you can get a lot of benefit in it. You will easily to buy this particular book
in the book store or you can order it by means of online. The publisher in this book sells the e-book too. It
makes you quickly to read this book, since you can read this book in your Mobile phone. So there is no
reason to you to past this guide from your list.

Ana Gaskill:

Spent a free the perfect time to be fun activity to try and do! A lot of people spent their sparetime with their
family, or their own friends. Usually they performing activity like watching television, planning to beach, or
picnic in the park. They actually doing ditto every week. Do you feel it? Will you something different to fill
your own free time/ holiday? Could possibly be reading a book can be option to fill your no cost time/
holiday. The first thing you ask may be what kinds of guide that you should read. If you want to test look for
book, may be the e-book untitled Moonflower can be excellent book to read. May be it might be best activity
to you.

Henrietta Belcher:

A lot of people always spent their very own free time to vacation or even go to the outside with them
household or their friend. Did you know? Many a lot of people spent that they free time just watching TV, as
well as playing video games all day long. If you want to try to find a new activity this is look different you
can read some sort of book. It is really fun to suit your needs. If you enjoy the book that you simply read you
can spent all day long to reading a publication. The book Moonflower it doesn't matter what good to read.
There are a lot of individuals who recommended this book. These were enjoying reading this book. In case
you did not have enough space to develop this book you can buy the actual e-book. You can m0ore very
easily to read this book from the smart phone. The price is not very costly but this book provides high
quality.
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